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Introduction

We acknowledge that sports analogies are used too frequently as points of reference in general 
business and particularly in sales. However, the critically acclaimed motion picture Moneyball 
continues to be an exceptional example of how sports can teach businesses a lesson or two about 
effective talent management.

“You can always recover from the player you didn’t sign, but you may never recover from the 
player you did sign that you shouldn’t have.”  – Quote from the movie, Moneyball

The Story of Moneyball 

The central premise of Moneyball was that 
the collective wisdom of baseball insiders 
responsible for scouting and signing players was 
subjective and often flawed. Statistics typically 
used to gauge players – such as stolen bases, 
runs batted in, and batting averages – were relics 
of a 19th century view of the game and the data 
available at the time. In addition, scouts had 
long employed subjective, non-quantitative 
measures like assuming the attractiveness of a 
player’s girlfriend could indicate confidence. 

The book, Moneyball: The Art of Winning an 
Unfair Game, written by Michael Lewis, showed 
how the Oakland Athletics (Oakland A’s) took 
advantage of rigorous statistical analysis to 
find better talent and compete against larger 
markets. When it was turned into a movie, 
Moneyball became an instant classic.

Because of the team’s smaller revenues, 
Oakland was forced to find players undervalued 
by the market. By examining statistics, the 

A’s discovered that stats such as on-base and 
slugging percentages were better indicators 
of offensive success than more historically 
valued qualities such as speed and contact. 
Because these observations flew in the face of 
conventional baseball wisdom and the beliefs 
of many baseball scouts and executives, these 
qualities were more affordably obtained on the 
open market. By using more analytical gauges 
of player performance, the 2002 Athletics – with 
approximately $41 million to spend on salaries – 
were competitive with larger market teams such 
as the New York Yankees, who spent over $125 
million in payroll that same season. 

“The math works,” A’s manager Billy Beane 
said. “Over the course of a season, there’s 
some predictability to baseball. When 
you play 162 games, you eliminate a lot of 
random outcomes. There’s so much data 
that you can predict individual players’ 
performances and also the odds that 
certain strategies will pay off.”
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What Did Moneyball Teach Us?

In the years since the book was written and the 
movie made the Oakland A’s story famous, the 
lessons of Moneyball have become ingrained 
in sports. There isn’t a successful franchise in 
any arena that doesn’t use advanced statistical 
measures to field its team. Managers have learned 
to look for patterns that predict success – such as 
searching for hitters instead of home run superstars. 
In addition to using science to select players, 
sports teams are now using statistical analysis to 
select their salespeople and other customer facing 
employees.  

Success in sales, like baseball begins with talent 
… how you recruit, select, align, and develop 
your team to succeed. Science has shown time 
and again that selecting talent based on “gut 
feel” from interviews results in poor decisions. 
Constant and fast-moving technological changes, 
increased competition, and continuously shifting 
markets demand that sales leaders look for 
more contemporary and science-based selection 
techniques. Leading sales managers are recognizing 
that the “art” of selecting talent will never 
disappear, but it can’t compete with the results of 
solid science. 

In Baseball, and in Sales, Science is 
Required for Accurate Decisions

In today’s world, good science developed 
from solid sales research is readily available. 
For example, Dr. James Oldroyd, working 
with the Kellogg School at Northwestern 
University, conducted a study of cold 
calling success in 2007. The study covered 
companies of various sizes in over 40 
industries. Taking the data from these 
companies, he applied algorithms originally 
created for the tracking of infectious 
diseases. Treating selling as a form of 
“infection,” he was able to uncover a wide 
variety of facts about conversion rates both 
useful, and contrary to the accepted wisdom 
for deploying sales resources for decades. 
For example, conventional wisdom says 
that it’s a bad idea to call a customer early 
in the morning, because the prospect will 
be annoyed at being bothered first thing 
in the morning. Similarly, conventional 
wisdom also implies that it’s a bad idea 
to call at the end of the workday, because 
the prospect will be getting ready to leave 
and end their workday. It held that the best 
time to call a prospect is right after lunch, 
because the individual will be relaxed and 
ready to undertake a new task. The actual 
measurement of conversion rates proved 
that the opposite is true. The best times 
to call are between 8 a.m. to 9 a.m. and 4 
p.m. to 5 p.m., and the worst time to call is 
between 1 p.m. and 2 p.m. In fact, 8 a.m. to 
9 a.m. is better than calling between 1 p.m. 
and 2 p.m. by 167%.
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Identifying the predictive competencies, skills, and behaviors 
required for the job may not be as easy as you think.

A Different Kind of Moneyball

The key to successful selection is in identifying the right competencies and behaviors required for 
a particular job and using those as the basis of your search. The hard part is identifying what those 
competencies and behaviors are exactly. Pardon the use of yet another sports analogy, but this one 
is fitting.

From 2007-2009 the top golfers in the world were:

Tiger Woods

Phil Mickelson

Paul Casey

Kenny Perry

Sergio Garcia

Henrik Stenson

Geoff Ogilvy

Steve Stricker

Jim Furyk

Vijay Singh

The PGA used the following competencies/skills as measurements of success:

Driving accuracy

Driving distance

Greens in regulation

Ball proximity to hole

Scrambling

Putts per round

Sand saves

Logic would tell you that to be great in golf, you need to be in the top ten rating in all, if not 
most, of the competencies/skills listed here. If you were told to place your bet on the winner of 
the next PGA event who had the below results shown below, would you pick that person with a 
high degree of confidence?

#93 in driving accuracy

#38 in driving distance

#71 in greens in regulation

#68 in ball proximity to hole

#9 in scrambling

#38 in putts per round

Simple response: most wouldn’t.

These were Tiger Woods’ results when he was the #1 golfer in the world. What 
Tiger is strong at is scrambling, or more importantly, not making fatal flaws 
such as double or triple bogeys. The message here is that most wouldn’t 
have picked the person with these results with a high degree of confidence. 
What it takes to be successful and predictive of success in a role is not easy to 
determine and requires science and a proven methodology.
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Examples of Competencies by Role for Global Consumer Products Company

In the business world, requirements on a job description would be the equivalent of the PGA skills 
measurements seen on the previous page. A job description is usually a wish list of attributes or 
characteristics needed to do well in a particular role or position. Unfortunately, this wish list can be 
misleading. Let’s transition from sports to sales as an example. Often we see sales job descriptions with 
a common list of “must-haves” in the requirements. However, we know that selling roles vary widely.  For 
example, we studied three different sales roles in the same company. All three positions sold the same 
products but to different buyers. Even though the job descriptions were the same, our statistical analysis 
showed that very different combinations of competencies predict success in each role. Until you apply 
analytics, the true predictors of success remain unclear.

Selling to:
Doctor/Dietician

Selling to:
Retail Stores

Selling to:
Hospital Systems

Competencies of Top Performers

• Achieves Results by Tailoring 
Message to Resonate with 
Buyer Motivations

• Makes Persuasive 
Presentations

• Qualifies Prospect for Fit
• Addresses the Needs of 

Multiple Buyers

Competencies of Top Performers

• Recognized as Subject Matter 
Expert

• Advocates for Customers to 
Drive Results

• Increases Sales by Expanding 
Breadth of Product Solutions

• Attends to those Details 
Necessary for Task Completion

• Answers Objections by 
Removing Emotional Concerns

Job Description/Job Qualifications:

• Bachelor’s Degree or 3-5 years of sales experience within Consumer Products 
industry

• Find and pursue all new business opportunities within assigned territory
• Excellent communication skills both written and verbal
• Ability to quickly establish trust and build rapport; develop and maintain 

relationships
• Create weekly/monthly strategic plans to achieve KPI attainment 
• Responsible to meet and/or exceed sales quota, revenue goals and objectives
• Track opportunities in pipeline, conversion rate, closed/won sale stages in CRM
• Collaborate with appropriate resources to achieve team and departmental goals
• Conduct on-going business reviews to measure sales performance
• Leverage dashboards, industry data and other resources to stay abreast of trends
• Consistently attend regular company meetings and participate in product launches
• Flexibility and mobility to tend to customer needs and concerns promptly
• Ability to travel up to 50% of the time dependent on territory

Competencies of Top Performers

• Advocates for Customers to 
Drive Results

• Effectively Manages Competing 
Influences to Prioritize 
Organizational Objectives

• Takes a Positive Approach to 
Customer Concerns

• Commits Extra Effort to Ensure 
Success

• Closes Through Incremental 
StepsIn this example, all three 

job descriptions included 
the same requirements 
(listed on the right). This 
seems valid. Let’s face it 
… they all sell the same 
product. However, when 
we applied statistical 
analysis, we identified 
three very different profiles 
for success. Across all 
three profiles, only one 
competency (Advocates for 
Customers to Drive Results) 
was a reliable predictor in 
more than one role.

H
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6 Critical Steps for Applying the Lessons of Moneyball

STEP 1: Conduct a Market Audit ...

Chally applies rigorous analytics to support hiring and talent management decisions. We 
utilize statistics to dig below the surface and find the hidden attributes and behaviors that 
will predict success in specific sales and service roles.

In Moneyball, they performed an audit by measuring market size, revenue opportunities 
from television and attendance, and benchmarked other markets to determine the budget 
available for players. For sales, a Market Audit is a powerful, predictive sales management 
process that can accurately identify and measure the key factors that influence customers’ 
purchase decisions. By conducting a market audit, you can:

• Accurately segment your markets
• Understand key benefits each market requires
• Measure product/service value
• Compare your business performance against competitors
• Measure salesperson performance
• Analyze precise customer satisfaction scores
• Implement tactical and strategic solutions based on customer feedback

STEP 2: Create Success Profiles ...

Just as baseball has very specific roles such as pitchers, outfielders, catchers and 
shortstops – sales has many different and unique roles such as business development/
hunters, account managers/farmers, solution architects, etc. And, just like in baseball, not 
many people can successfully play multiple roles effectively.

The key to successful selection in sales lies in identifying the competencies and behaviors 
that statistically differentiate between top and bottom performers for a specific position.
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Specialized Sales Roles 

Chally’s extensive research has identified 13 specialized sales roles. Statistical analysis conducted 
via more than 400 validation studies has shown that each role requires markedly different natural 
strengths and talent. The Chally Assessment Signature Sales Profiles map below demonstrates a 
decision tree that allows sales executives and their HR teams to identify the starting role profile that 
best matches their sales position(s).

Is the primary purpose of the role to sell 
or to supervise? 

Are people in this position selling to 
consumers, partners/distributors, or 
other businesses? 

Are the client interactions high touch 
(in-depth face-to-face/telephone/web-
based) or high volume (brief frequent 
phone/email/web-based)? 

Is the salesperson’s responsibility 
primarily to acquire new accounts 
(hunter) or maintain and grow existing 
accounts (farmer) or a mix?

Is the position primarily responsible for 
selling the company’s full line of offerings 
or specialized products or solutions? 

Is the role focused on selling products or 
more complex solutions?

Q1:

Q2:

Q3:

Q4:

Q5:

Q6:

Wondering how your sales positions stack up? Here are six questions to get you started:
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STEP 3: Conduct a Talent Audit ...

In the movie, the A’s identified a former out fielder who was not capable of running well. 
Statistics showed that he could get on base, so they made him a first baseman.

In sales, an audit of your current talent pool can help you gain a better understanding of 
who is the best fit for specific selling roles. Like the way a DNA strand identifies the genetic 
makeup of an individual, a talent audit provides insight into the natural aptitude of each 
person on your team or in your candidate pool. Results can help you identify superstars, 
but better yet, can single out those who have the most potential to perform future roles 
and those who can be developed into high performers.

STEP 4: Implement a Selection System ...

In baseball and most other sports, formal processes and analytics are used to predict 
performance. In sales, a selection process should be implemented to recruit and place the 
right people in the right positions. Using science correctly can pinpoint specific strengths 
and weaknesses for specific job profiles.

In the movie, you will see a group of experienced scouts discounting the methods outlined 
to find players - they wanted to use traditional, subjective techniques. Similarly, in sales 
many managers will assert that they are “great at hiring” and “know sales talent when 
I see it.” Contrary to this sentiment, repeated studies show that managers make hiring 
decisions that end up being worse than picking a name out of a hat. 

Fortunately, there are effective and well researched methods like those in Moneyball that 
can be applied to effective sales hiring. A process that creates truly predictive data is a 
priceless decision-making tool.

STEP 5: Train and Develop ...

In baseball, coaches and players have spring training, daily batting practice and fielding 
drills to ensure the team is ready. This time is important for sellers too. In order to achieve 
the best sales results, preparation before game time is just as critical as the main event. 
Investments in training and development will enhance the skills & behavior of your sales 
force and ultimately improve sales productivity and effectiveness.

STEP 6: Conduct Exit Interviews ...

Exit interviews can capture critical causes of seller turnover such as:

• Compensation
• Benefits

• Development
• Work environment

• Management behaviors

When aggregated and analyzed, that information can be used to create strategies to 
retain top sales talent.
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Results Possible by Applying Moneyball to Sales

In any sport, great teams are not made up of all superstars; they have a few athletes strong in certain 
skills. Most winning teams are made up of people who are consistent, average to above average, and/or 
predictable performers. In baseball, they don’t allow for ongoing low performance. If that happens, the 
player is moved to the bench or down to the minor leagues. Sales teams should be managed using that 
same philosophy, as outlined in Figures 1-3. The impact is incredible. 

According to sales research originally conducted by 
Chally Group Worldwide (Chally), your salesperson 
is the single largest factor (39%) in a customer’s 
purchasing decision. No other factor - product, 
quality, or pricing - equals the impact of a 
salesperson. When you couple that with data from 
CSO Insights, we have a monumental challenge:

• Only 53% of sales representatives make their 
quotas

• Sales representatives only win 49% of their 
opportunities

Just as Six Sigma and Lean focus on finding sources 
of error and eliminating them, so does our analytics 
methodology.

The method proposed by most sales consulting 
firms suggests that you study the techniques of the 
top 20% of sales representatives and then train the 
middle 60% with those techniques.

The Result: (See Figure 2)

The middle 60% of the sales force only improves their 
performance by 5% on average which represents a 
meager 2.25% improvement in sales.

Our approach to managing your Sales Talent

Replace the bottom 20% of your sales team with 
new salespeople who are average to above-average 
performers.

The Result: (See Figure 3)

By replacing the bottom 20% of salespeople with 
average or above-average performers, you increase 
sales to $223.7 million. Then train the rest of the sales 
force to get an additional 5% gain.

=  $223.7 Million Total Sales

$119.7 Million $104 Million

Top 20% of salespeopleBottom 20% replaced by average and above 
salespeople

Middle 60%

=  $204.5 Million Total Sales

$6 Million
$150K/person

$94.5 Million $104 Million
$2.6M/person

Bottom 20% of salespeople Top 20% of salespeople

Middle 60%

=  $200 Million Total Sales

$6 Million
$150K/person

$90 Million
$750K/person

$104 Million
$2.6M/person

Bottom 20% of salespeople Top 20% of salespeople

Consultants today say “Study the techniques of the top 
20% and train the middle 60%”

Improving their performance by a typical 5% each... 
only produces 2.25% improvement in sales

Reassigning or replacing the bottom 20% with just“average” 
competency levels will increase production by a minimum of 9%

If we now train the rest of the sales force and get a 5% gain, we get an 
additional $5.7 Million 

FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3

FIGURE 1



Summary

Through the story of Moneyball, we learned that Billy Beane, General Manager of the Oakland A’s, 
managed to win more games with less money than most other franchises in Major League Baseball. 

Whether we work for small companies or the world’s largest, we are all faced with economic 
barriers. None of us can afford to spend money on talent in the way that we have in the past. In 
order to survive, much less succeed, companies must work more creatively and implement the 
needed tools to help them manage their people with the most current and progressive methods.

The best practice in building your team is to pinpoint the role profile/position you need your sellers 
to play and then analyze success potential (DNA) of each individual to ensure they are a fit for the 
job and your organization.
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About Chally

Founded in 1973, Chally has evolved from a research firm to an industry-leading talent 
assessment software provider, offering greater flexibility to our customers while maintaining a 
scientific, data-backed approach to everything we do. For nearly five decades, companies large 
and small have relied on Chally to help them find the right talent, unlock their potential, and 
make informed, evidence-based talent management decisions.
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